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ABSTRACT: This review deals with computational study of polyphenolic compounds of medicinal importance and interest for
drug development. Herein, four polyphenolic compounds comprising catechol (1), caffeic acid (II), gallic acid (III), and pyrogallol
(IV) have been isolated from a medicinal specie, Fagonia indica, by applying silica gel column chromatography. These compounds
were identified by using gas chromatography−mass spectrometry (GC−MS) analysis and confirmed by geometric computational
analysis. According to computational results, caffeic acid has shown the highest biological activation due to higher chemical softness,
electronegativity (χ (eV) = −648.644), and electrostatic potential value (−8.424 × 10−2 to +8.424 × 10−2), while smaller values of
chemical potential (−0.269), ELUMO (−0.080), and energy gap (ΔE = 0.149). The Mulliken atomic charges were calculated by using
DFT/B3LYP with basis set 6-311G for the determination of active sites. The oxygen atom of catechol showed highest nucleophilic
characteristic with a more negative charge (08 = −0.695), and pyrogallol indicated a strong electrophilic center at C14 = 0.415 with
a higher positive charge. Moreover, UV−visible absorption spectra and a detailed study of vibrational frequencies for all phenolic
compounds by employing the DFT approach with 3-21G, 6-31G, and 6-311G basis sets at the ground-state level showed the great
agreement with experimental results. ANOVA has been applied to validate the theoretical data. Results suggest that compounds I−
IV are suitable in diverse fields.

1. INTRODUCTION
Medicinal plants are vast resources of essential natural
constituents with huge potential to be used as novel
therapeutic drugs. Depiction of blue, red, and purple color in
natural products, i.e., vegetables and fruits, directly relate with
the presence of polyphenols. The natural polyphenolic
compounds extracted from dietary plants and medicinal
herbs possess a number of beneficial health effects and also
play an important role for cancer inhibition as well as
treatment. Pharmacological studies of Fagonia indica showed
that this specie is very essential due to its use in hematological,
hepatic, and neurological disorders;1 these applications are
directly linked with important chemical constituents present in
it like sterols, flavonoids, polyphenolic compounds, saponins,
and terpenoids, which are predominantly reported in this
plant.2

The natural polyphenolic compounds are substantial
materials because of their implications in numerous sectors
such as conservative agents, natural additives, natural coloring
agents, and natural antioxidants in the food-processing
industry, and these are also very good for human health.
Many plant species containing phenolic constituents of interest
may be used as food supplements or can be incorporated into
pharmaceutical formulations and cosmetics as well.3 Poly-
phenols are the essential dietary antioxidants and are widely
distributed in plants.4

The natural phenolic compounds include flavonoids,
phenolic acids, tannins, curcuminoids, stilbenes, coumarins,
quinones, lignans, etc. Numerous chemopreventive properties

and bioactivities of phenolic compounds are responsible for
their activation as anticarcinogenic, antioxidant5 and anti-
inflammatory compounds. Natural polyphenols also contribute
to inducing apoptosis through cell cycle arrest, regulating
carcinogen metabolism and ontogenesis expression by
inhibiting cell adhesion and DNA binding, cell differentiation,
or proliferation and by blocking signaling pathways.6 These are
widely investigated for clinical purposes due to their
significance in the diagnosis of salivary glands and pancreas.
Furthermore, polyphenols are main precursors of novel drug
design for the treatment of various diseases such as
hyperlipidemia, cancer, liver diseases, diabetes etc.
In accordance with the literature review, these natural

compounds possess numerous health beneficial roles such as
against oxidative stress, cardiovascular risk, hypertension,
endothelial dysfunction, atherogenesis, diabetes, lipid disor-
ders, and carotid artery intima-media thickness.7

Polyphenols contain one or more hydroxyl groups and at
least one aromatic ring in their structure. Considering their
chemical structure, the polyphenols are divided into four main
classes regarding their chemical groups and chemical
formulas.8 The major classes of polyphenols are compounds
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with one C6 aromatic ring of hydroxybenzoic acids including
phenolic acids such as tannins, gallic acid, and hydroxytyrosol9

and others with a C6−C3 structure of hydroxycinnamic acids,
i.e., coumaric acid and caffeic acid, those with the structure of
stilbenes (C6−C2−C6) such as resveratrol including the
catecholic group, those with the flavonoid structure (C6−C3−
C6), and another class with the structure of lignins (C6−C4−
C6) such as secoisolariciresinol. A weak diprotic acid (1,2-
dihydroxybenzene) is catechol, which presents a wide range of
environmental and biological applications. In natural organic
compounds, among several oxygen-containing functional
groups, catechol is a metabolic intermediate for microbial
degradation. It is a highly reactive group and readily undergoes
oxidative polymerization reactions to form complexes with
other species. It exhibits strong antioxidant characteristics.10

Our literature survey reveals that there are no published
studies on reactivity comparison of the above-mentioned
natural polyphenols through quantum chemical description,
electronic charge distribution, and geometric and spectroscopic
account details.11 The main aim of the present research is to
obtain polyphenolic compounds from a remedial plant, F.
indica, through computation analysis of various parameters of
these isolated species regarding their importance in biological
systems.12 Moreover, the correlation of the biological
activation of compounds with their molecular constraints has
also been provided by DFT calculations. Another objective of
the current research is to elaborate more accurate and precise
chemical concepts about molecular structure by optimizing
their parameters through quick and economic computational
methods as compared to costly and laborious experimental
systems.13−15

For correct identification of novel drug candidates isolated
from a natural source, a potentially powerful analytical tool,
“GC−MS”, along with computational approaches has been
applied for final structure verification of these candidates.16

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed the
biochemical reactivity order for compounds and specifies
active sites within the molecules,17 which is very essential for
biological systems. Moreover, computer simulations of IR
vibrations and UV−vis spectroscopy by DFT make this study
routinely useful in several areas of experimental research and a
crucial tool for the analysis of experimental results. In
particular, it has turned out to be the line of choice for
describing the structural properties of polyphenolic com-
pounds. The motive behind the present study lies in the fact
that it provides precise results for medium-sized phenolic
compounds at a low computational cost.
For these purposes, the natural polyphenols (I, II, III, and

IV) were obtained from a selected medicinal herb by using
silica gel column chromatography followed by thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) and characterized by GC−MS.
Computational studies have been accomplished by employ-

ing DFT with the B3LYP/3-21G, B3LYP/6-31G, and B3LYP/
6-311G basis sets at the ground-state level. The quantum
chemical descriptors that were predominantly used by
computational researchers are computed for the investigation
of molecular structure. The effect of electronic population on
molecular active site has been computed by employing the
Mulliken charge approach. UV−vis spectra have also been
recorded for all compounds by TD-DFT.18 Spectroscopic
features have also been investigated by optimizing their FT-IR
vibrational parameters with variable basis sets. The presenta-
tion of graphics and structures optimized by the Gaussian 09

program favored by the Gauss View 6.0 interface was applied
successfully.19,20 The geometrical optimization of molecules by
using the hybrid-type B3LYP functional with a standard basis
set in the alignment of DFT provides various molecular
descriptors which correspond toward SAR.21

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental Section. The polyphenols (I−IV) were

isolated from a medicinal plant, F. indica, by applying
chromatographic techniques. First, normal silica gel column
chromatography was applied to obtain the semipure fraction
from a crude plant extract.22 In order to achieve this, different
types of mobile phases were applied depending on polarity
order. The purification of the semipure fraction was
accomplished by using repeated silica gel column chromatog-
raphy. Column chromatography was performed by means of
LR-60 silica gel (60−100 mesh) as a stationary phase packed
in glass columns eluted by gradients of organic solvents.
Aluminum sheets percolated with silica gel 60 F254 (20 × 20
cm, 0.2 mm thick; E-Merck; Darmstadt, Germany) were used
to monitor the chromatographic separations. The progress of
chromatographic separation was monitored by applying TLC.
A UV lamp at 254 and 366 nm has been used to observe the
fluorescence of TLC profiles. Chromatogram was further
monitored with locating agent (ceric sulfate) sprayed on
chromatograms followed by heating to trace the UV-inactive
metabolites. The semipure compounds obtained from the
specie were identified by using spectroscopic technique GC−
MS.23

2.2. Computational Profile. To calculate the quantum
chemical parameters of phenolic compounds, GaussView 6.0,
ChemDraw Version (19.1), Chem 3D 19.1, and Gaussian 0924

Revision-D.01-SMP25,26,26,27 programs were used frequently.28

For the calculations of geometric parameters, DFT was used at
the Becke3−Lee−Yang−Parr (B3LYP) level with an extended
basis set, 6-311G.29 The vibrational analysis of polyphenolic
compounds, i.e., (I) catechol, (II) caffeic acid, (III) gallic acid,
and (IV) pyrogallol, has been carried by employing DFT with
6-311G/B3LYP and the IEFPCM solvent effect model with
three different basis solvents, i.e., acetonitrile, methanol, and
chloroform. UV−vis absorption spectra of polyphenols (I to
IV) were computed by TD-DFT with 3-21G, 6-31G, and 6-
311G basis sets at the ground-state level.30 For the IR
vibrational analysis of compounds, DFT/B3LYP with three
different basis sets, i.e., 6-31G, 6-311G, and 3-21G, was
employed.31 Various quantum chemical parameters including
the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(ELUMO), energy of the highly occupied molecular orbital
(EHOMO), and energy gap between LUMO and HOMO (EGAP)
have been investigated. Moreover, absolute softness (σ),
absolute hardness (η), absolute electronegativity (χ), electro-
philicity index (ω), chemical potential (CP), nucleophilicity
index (N), additional electronic charges (ΔNmax), electronic
energy (E), dipole moment (μ), and global softness (S) have
been calculated. The DFT approach has been applied with the
B3LYP/6-311G functional and following formulas used to
calculate these descriptors.32

=I EHOMO (1)

=A ELUMO (2)

=E E EGAP LUMO HOMO (3)
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= =I A E E/2 /2LUMO HOMO (4)

= n1/ (5)

= + A1 /2 (6)

=CP (7)

= CP /22 (8)

=N 1/ (9)

=N CP/max (10)

=S 1/2 (11)

All results for the calculated data are discussed in detail in
their respective sections.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Identification of Isolated Compounds. The

semipure alcoholic fraction of F. indica was subjected to
GC−MS analysis. The mass spectrometer detector (MSD) in
NIST analyzed the spectral data of unknown compounds
through library search in the form of compound hit list based
on their match factor, reverse match factor, and probability
(%) score in comparison to reference standards of library. The
results have displayed number of peaks, but the tentative
identification of compounds has been confirmed for the species
with distinct retention time, MF and RMF > 900, possessing
good probability value for the first hit in the compound hit list,
while the peaks with MF and RMF below 600 were considered
uncertain. On the other hand, probability score variations
among adjacent hits in the hit list gave the value of relative
probability, which decides the perfect hit through perfect
match.33 According to the interpretation of NIST search
library factors, peaks 1−4 (Table 1) have confined for
polyphenolic species enlisted in table with perfect match to
standards of library.

3.2. FT-IR Vibrational Analysis of Polyphenolic
Compounds. GaussView 6.0 has been used for IR-vibrational
calculations, and their visualization has been accompanied by
animation options. Compound (I) with 14 number of atoms
possess 36 vibrational modes, while compound (II) containing
21 atoms will indicate 57 fundamental vibrational modes.
Compound (III) containing 18 atoms has shown 48 vibrations,
and compound (IV) with 15 atoms has shown 39 IR-
vibrational frequencies according to the 3N-6 rule.34 The IR
spectra of these polyphenols taken by DFT with different
solvents have been compared (Figure 1), and the calculated
frequencies were compared with their respective experimental
values (from the literature).
The DFT calculations with implicit solvent (IEFPCM =

integral equation formalism polarizable continuum model)

indicate that the dielectric constant of solvents has small
influence on vibrational band position, while the alcoholic
solvents like methanol caused the upshifting of vibrational
frequencies due to H-bonding.35

All of the vibrational modes have numbered from largest to
smallest wavenumber values.36 Assignments for all vibrational
modes (from the literature) have also been presented in Table
S1 (Supporting Information), respectively.

3.2.1. O−H Vibrations. O−H vibrations are most sensitive
vibrations and may play a fundamental role in structural
description, as if intramolecular H-bonding will be present, it
can reduce the O−H stretching bands as compared to OH-free
molecules.37 According to the results of Gaussian calculations
of polyphenols, applied through DFT/B3LYP with the 6-311G
basis set for all the three solvents, the νOH stretching
vibrations lie in the region of IR spectra with higher
wavenumber values; this occurs for most of the organic
compounds.31 These values range approximately from 3700 to
3200 cm−1 for all compounds. While δOH in plan bending
vibrational modes gave bands at a range of 1300−1200 cm−1,
βOH deformations appear at 1400−1100 cm−1, but γOH and
τOH vibrational modes assign with smaller wavenumber in IR
vibrational spectra, i.e., 700−500 and 400−170 cm−1,
respectively.

3.2.2. C−H Vibrations. The νCH stretches of polyphenols
deceit in the range of 3200−3100 cm−1, while in plan bending
δCH, βCH appears at 1200−1100 cm−1 and out of plan γCH
bending vibrations lie in the range of 900−800 cm−1 in the
infrared spectrum of compounds under investigation. The
most striking results were obtained in the range of 1200−1100
cm−1, indicating that the calculations with solvent implicit in
this region of the IR spectrum are less sensitive to the type of
solvent used and are free from the dielectric constant around
the molecule.

3.2.3. Ring Stretching and Deformation Modes. νCC
stretching vibrations are very prominent and have the
characteristics of an aromatic ring, and these vibrations are
commonly expected to occur at 1600−1200 cm−1.38 According
to the results of compounds under investigation, νCC
stretching vibrations mixed with some CO and βOH
characteristics gave polarized bands with wavenumber values
ranging from 1600 to 1500 cm−1 in the IR spectrum of
compounds, while the ring deformations with δCCC and
γCCC mostly fall at lower frequency regions from 700 to 180
cm−1.

3.2.4. C−O Vibrations. For the IR spectrum of alcoholic and
phenolic compounds, mostly νCO stretching occurs at 1200−
1000 cm−1 and appears as a strongest band,39 but νCO
stretches mixed with βOH and βCH characteristics gave bands
at 1400−1300 cm−1. Almost all IR-computed values for
polyphenols (I−IV) by DFT/B3LYP at three different basis
sets closely correlate among each other and with their
corresponding experimental FT-IR values, but notable differ-
ences were observed in calculated and experimental OH
stretching vibrations. These deviations can be explained by the
fact of hydrogen bond formation36 that are neglected in
simulated spectra but particularly important in real solid
state.40 This hydrogen bonding specifically effects the shifting
of OH stretching vibrations toward lower frequency regions,
resulting in broadening and mixing of different vibrational
modes.
Computed values showed close coherence with correspond-

ing experimental values, while the differences are due to phase

Table 1. NIST Data of GCMS Analysis of Isolated
Compounds

sample peak #
RT
(min) match R. match

prob
(%)

compound
name

methanol
extract

1 4.0843 930 946 97.9 caffeic acid

2 6.075 890 929 43.8 catechol
3 6.832 723 732 9.6 gallic acid
4 9.241 772 830 62.9 pyrogallol
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changes among the computed (ground-state) and experimental
(solid-state) vibrational frequencies. On the other hand, the
values computed by DFT with different solvents possess
subsequent systematic errors, which can be corrected by
applying scaling factors.41

3.3. Frontiers Molecular Orbitals and Molecular
Electrostatic Potential Analysis. For best results, under-
study molecular structures were optimized by the DFT/
B3LYP/6-311G basis set, and their optimized structures are
given in Figure 2.

Chemical parameters calculated to optimize polyphenols
were found in agreement with those in Table 2.
According to the prescribed recommendations about

calculated chemical parameters, the highest values of EHOMO
indicate the electron donation capability of the particular
compound toward the appropriate acceptor which in turn leads
to the reactivity or biological activation of that specie toward
electron-accepting molecular entities.42 So, according to the
values calculated in Table 1 with consistently higher values of
EHOMO, the compound reactivity will follow a trend

>

>
>

IPyrogallol (IV) catechol( )

caffeic acid (II)

gallic acid (III)

While the lower values of ELUMO indicate that compounds
possess good electron-accepting capability and serve as a
reactive species for electron-donating compounds, reactivity
trails the trend in the following order

Figure 1. Experimental and simulated IR spectra of polyphenols (I−IV) at three different solvents.

Figure 2. Optimized and molecular structures of compounds (I−IV).
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>

>
>

I

Caffeic acid (II) gallic acid (III)

catechol ( )

pyrogallol (IV)

Another quantum chemical parameter is the energy gap
between two states HOMO and LUMO.21,43,44 The gap
between frontier molecular orbital (HOMO and LUMO) not
only reflects the molecular stability but also related to
molecular interaction with other species.45 The lesser energy
gaps make the molecules softer and corresponds toward
reactiveness and less kinetic stability, so the biological activity
of the compounds increases with smaller energy gaps. The
reactivity trend for the calculated values of compounds should
be as

> >

>

ICaffeic acid (II) gallic acid (III) catechol( )

pyrogallol (IV)

One more property associated with FMOs (Figure 3) is
chemical hardness and softness; these are reciprocal of each
other; zero chemical hardness means maximum chemical
softness.45 This parameter could be explained according to the
HSAB concept, according to which “Hard molecules have
larger energy gaps than soft molecules”. As the biological
system consists of cells and enzymes that are soft, therefore,
they tend to coordinate more easily with soft molecules than
the harder one. So, in the context of global softness and
hardness, increasing order of biological activation for the
corresponding compound will be as follows.43

Table 2. Calculation of Quantum Chemical Parameters for Polyphenols

quantum chemical parameters catechol (I) caffeic acid (II) gallic acid (III) pyrogallol (IV)

ELUMO (eV) −0.007 −0.080 −0.064 0.002
EHOMO (eV) −0.222 −0.229 −0.233 −0.216
Energy Gap ΔE = ELUMO − EHOMO (eV) 0.215 0.149 0.169 0.217
−ELUMO A (eV) 0.007 0.080 0.064 −0.002
−EHOMO I (eV) 0.222 0.229 0.233 0.216
dipole moment μ (Debye) 2.954 4.541 1.121 3.617
chemical hardness η (eV) I − A/2 = ΔE/2 0.107 0.075 0.085 0.108
absolute softness 9.305 13.421 11.789 9.179
σ = 1/η
global softness S = 1/2(η) 4.653 6.710 5.894 4.589
electronegativity χ (eV) 0.118 0.269 0.180 0.215
I + A/2
electrophilicity index (ω) = (CP)2/2η 0.065 0.486 0.192 0.213
electronic energy E (Hartree) −382.806 −648.644 −646.452 −457.887
chemical potential CP = −χ −0.118 −0.269 −0.180 −0.215
nucleophilicity index N = 1/(ω) 15.340 2.059 5.213 4.689
additional electronic charges ΔNmax (eV) = −CP/η 1.101 3.610 2.1268 1.979

Figure 3. Contour diagram for FMOs and molecular electrostatic potential diagram.
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> >

>

ICaffeic acid (II) gallic acid (III) catechol ( )

pyrogallol (IV)

The global reactivity parameters are also associated with
molecules’ biological activity and are explained according to
Koopman’s theorem which is a useful and fast approach.46

Greater values of electronegativity and lower values of
chemical potential facilitate biological activation of compounds
due to the large measuring values of electronic transfer, as the
compounds with delocalized electronic clouds can easily
coordinate with biological systems. So, the activity ranking
should be

> >

> I

Caffeic acid (II) pyrogallol (IV) gallic acid (III)

catechol ( )

Conclusively, we could say that

High electronegativity biological activation

Low chemical potential biological activation

The molecules with higher values of electrophilicity are
more reactive than others because of their electron-transfer
potential. So, the biological activation of a molecule increases
with higher values of nucleophilicity (N) and decreases with
the lower values of electrophilicity (ω). The interaction of
these molecules with the alpha amylase protein directs the best
binding affinities for virtual screening of the antidiabetic
potential of natural compounds in novel drug discovery
processes. Considering this parameter, compound (I) shows
lowest electrophilicity and highest nucleophilicity; thus, natural
polyphenols (I−IV) follow a reactivity order

>

>

>

ICatechol ( ) gallic acid(III)

pyrogallol (IV)

caffeic acid (II)

The compounds with higher values of dipole moment (μ)
refer to increasing bond distances and better charge
distribution, so they are localized molecules or more
electrophilic systems, which refer to improved conductivity
through oxidation processes, while the molecules having a
smaller dipole moment may accept less electronic charge than
the molecules of the high dipole moment.

> > >ICaffeic acid (II) pyrogallol (IV) catechol ( ) gallic

acid (III)

Large negative value of electronic energy (E) indicates the
stability or low reactivity of compounds.47

The MEP description (Figure 3) facilitates in understanding
the intra- and intermolecular connections like H-bonding,
electrophilic, and nucleophilic interactions with incoming
species and also helps in recognizing the type of biological
interactions like drug protein interactions or molecular
docking. Furthermore, it exhibited the behavior and response
of molecules toward the binding sites in the biological system.
The MEP of polyphenolic compounds composed by DFT/
B3LYP with 6-311G is shown in Figure 3 based on the SCF
energy. As it is the visual display for the assessment of
molecular polarity, the positive (blue) part of MEP indicates
the attacking site of the nucleophile, while the negative (yellow

and red) part indicates the attacking sites of the electrophilic
molecule. More blue color is depicted by hydrogen atoms
bonded with highly electronegative atoms, while red- and
orange-colored region is depicted by oxygen atoms of carbonyl
and hydroxyl groups, while neutral atoms of the benzene ring
are indicated by pale green areas. According to the MEP
surface, the electrostatic potential values related to color code
maps increase in the order48

< < < <Red orange yellow green blue

Localization of orange or red color over oxygen atoms and
localization of blue color over hydrogen atoms of benzene
rings and hydroxyl substituents is responsible for the best
radical scavenging activity.15,44,49

When electrostatic potential values of all the four
compounds (given in Table 3) are compared to the reactivity
order of compounds follows a trend

> >

>

Caffeic acid (II) pyrogallol (IV) gallic acid (III)

catechol

A good approximation is depicted by optimized geometric
characters as it is a base for the calculation of other
thermodynamic parameters. The optimized geometric param-
eters are calculated by applying DFT/B3LYP 6-311G for all
compounds (I−IV). There are mainly four types of bonds in
the mentioned polyphenolic compounds including C−C, C−
O, and C−O; these bond lengths and bond angles (Table S2:
Supporting Information) are calculated by DFT and compared
with their experimentally determined or standard values given
in the literature. Almost all computed bond lengths and bond
angles indicate good agreement with their experimental
values,36 thereby confirming the structure of identified
molecules. While some of the bond lengths and bond angles
showed acceptable differences from experimental values, these
differences are due to attachment of the hydroxyl group to the
phenyl ring, which may distort molecular geometry. On the
other hand, the presence of OH groups at consecutive
positions (catechol group) on the ring may result in dimer
formation and changing the values of bond lengths and bond
angles, i.e., O−H, C−H, C−C, CCC, COH, and CCO from
standard values.36 Discrepancies among computational and
experimentally determined values are due to variations in OH
conformations. Moreover, almost all of the calculated values of
bond angles and bond lengths are slightly higher than
experimental values; this is due to phase differences, i.e.,
experimental values are taken in the solid state, and in this
phase, intermolecular interactions connect the molecules
together, while calculated data is obtained usually at the gas-
phase or ground-state level.48 Some calculated values are not
correlated with their experimental values due to nonavailability
of experimental data in the literature.

Table 3. Electrostatic Potential of Targeted Molecules (I−
IV)

compounds electrostatic potential values

(I) −7.397 × 10−2 to +7.397 × 10−2

(II) −8.424 × 10−2 to +8.424 × 10−2

(III) −7.886 × 10−2 to +7.886 × 10−2

(IV) −8.197 × 10−2 to +8.197 × 10−2
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3.4. NBO Analysis. The natural bonding orbital analysis
has been conducted with DFT/B3LYP with the 6-311G basis
set and applying the “Second Order Perturbation Theory
Analysis of Fock Matrix in NBO Basis” set to optimize the
conjugated interactions and molecular stability. The stabiliza-
tion energy values associated with delocalization between
donor (i) and acceptor (j) follows the equation

= =E Eij qi Fi j i j(2) ( , )/( )2

F(i,j) is the Fock matrix element, εii and εj are the donor and
acceptor diagonal elements, and qi is orbital occupancy.50 In
NBO analysis, the highest stabilization energy value was
indicated by compound (III) as E2 = 43.06 kcal/mol, followed
by donor O8(i) lone pair and C10−O11(j) π* antibonding
molecular orbital interaction. For compound (II), the
stabilization energy was E2 = 41.37 kcal/mol due to O11(i)
lone pair-C9−O10(j) π* antibonding molecular orbital
interaction. Compound (IV) has shown a molecular
stabilization energy value of E2 = 26.89 kcal/mol associated
with electron transfer from O8(i) lp to C3−C4(j) π*
antibonding molecular orbital, and for compound (I), it was
E2 = 26.45 kcal/mol, followed by interaction between O7(i)
Lp and C5−C6 π* molecular orbitals contributing to the
significant stability of the molecule (Table S3: Supporting

Information). The higher energy values make the molecule
more stable.

3.5. UV−Vis Analysis. To design and develop the UV
absorber compounds, through an insight into electronic
transition of compounds, a comparative TD-DFT has been
applied for polyphenolic compounds under investigation.
Different basis sets have been applied, i.e., 3-21G, 6-31G,
and 6-311G, for all compounds, and UV−vis absorption
spectra have plotted between molar absorption coefficient
(epsilon ε = L mol−1·cm−1) vs wavelength (λ = nm). All
compounds show different peaks at different wavelengths
representing electronic transitions.51 The absorption spectra
taken at different basis sets have provided in Figure 4,
indicating a good coherence among only for compounds II and
IV, whereas for compounds I and III, there was no coherence
and a difference is observed.36,52−54 The UV−vis absorption
spectrum of natural polyphenols (I−IV) has been obtained by
TD-DFT calculations at the ground state. By this analysis, we
have established the structure−activity relationship via the
delocalized π-orbital and electronic transition energy values.
The maximum absorption wavelengths with corresponding
oscillation strength corresponds to electronic transition from
HOMO (highly occupied molecular orbitals) to LUMO
(lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals). According to the

Figure 4. Comparison of UV−vis absorption spectra of polyphenols (I−IV) computed at different basis sets.
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FMO of compounds depicted in Figure 3, the delocalization of
HOMO is mainly over π-conjugated carbon atoms of the
benzene ring, while LUMO is delocalized mainly over C−O or
C-substituent.55

The λmax, oscillation strength ( f), excitation energies (E),
electronic transition contribution (ETC %), and relative
deviation between experimental and calculated values have
been provided in a tabulated form for all compounds. The
computed values of λmax for almost all transitions correspond
to lie in π−π* (HOMO → LUMO), lower lying singlet
electronic transition range.52 In the present study, all
polyphenols have shown three excited states with variable
number of transitions, while the electronic transition
contribution (ETC %) values have been calculated for only
the largest transition coefficient (given in the output file of TD-
DFT), indicating the major contribution of electronic
transition for each excitation state. For the calculation of
relative deviation and electronic transition contribution, the
following formulas (11 and 12) have been applied.

= ×RD % (theoretical/experimental) 100 100 (12)

= × ×ETC % 2 (coefficient)2 100% (13)

The absorption data obtained by TD-DFT have been
correlated with their corresponding experimental values for the
validation of computational results.

3.5.1. Basis Set 3-21G. For basis set 3-21G, the best λmax =
235.61 nm (89%) with a more intense peak responsible for
HOMO → LUMO transition has been shown by compound
(IV) in its third excitation state with the smallest relative
deviation (only 3.3%) from experimental value. Similarly,
compound (II) also depicted good absorption spectra values
with smaller deviations of 26.5, 19.1, and 7.1%. Compound
(III) has presented average values of UV−vis absorption with
44, 33.7, and 14.2% deviation, while compound (I) has also
shown acceptable values of RD %, i.e., 32, 14.6 in the first and
second transition states, respectively, indicating that good
coherence with experimental data but comparatively more
better absorption values has been observed for third excitation
state of compound (I) with RD = 6%. Comparison between
experimental and theoretical values at basis set 3-21G given in
Table S5 (Supporting Information) has been elaborated by a

Figure 5. (A−D) Wavelength vs oscillation strength plotted at different basis sets for all compounds.
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line bar provided in Figure 5A. The UV−vis absorption
reliability order of compounds with respect to their
experimental data at 3-21G has been shown as

> > >IIV II III
3.5.2. Basis Set 6-31G. The reliability order of computa-

tional study on the basis of RD % has been investigated with
another basis set 6-31G for polyphenolic compounds; the best
absorption (λmax = 236.85 nm) (67.10% electronic transition)
with an intense peak has been given by compound (IV),
indicating lowest deviation from experimental data for second
and third excitation states, i.e., 15.6 and 3.38%, respectively.
Compound (I) also depicted good absorption results with RD
% of 33, 29.5, and 9.92% giving peaks responsible for electronic
transitions. Compounds (II) and (III) have also shown better
absorption results with RD % of 28.45, 15.16, 9.92, 31.36, and
12.2, respectively, giving peaks (Figure 4) caused by π−π*
transitions, while some excited states failed to produce reliable
results with a greater percentage of deviation. According to the
computational results of UV−vis absorption given in Table S5
(Supporting Information), the reliability or coherence order of
computational and experimental data of compounds at 6-31G
will be

> > >IIV II III
The relative deviation of compounds from experimental

values at 6-31G has also been depicted in Figure 5B.
3.5.3. Basis Set 6-311G. Basis set 6-311G represents the

best absorption at λmax = 243 nm (65% π−π*) with less RD =
6.6% for compound (IV) demonstrated in the third excitation
state. Compound (I) showed 39.5, 32.47, and 15% RD values
with fair coherence to experimental data. In the case of
compound (II), the relative deviation showed 29.2, 14.86, and
10.22%, indicating good λmax, While the first excited state of
compounds (III) and (IV) failed to indicate reliable results
due to higher deviation (45 and 50%) from experimental
results. The computed data of UV−vis absorption have been
provided in Table S5 (Supporting Information). Line bar has
also been plotted to explain the relative deviation percentage of
the respective compound (Figure 5C).

> > >IIV II III
The electronic transition states with degenerate orbital and

smaller energy gaps between HOMO and LUMO gave more
superimposed results.56 The results of the present analysis
revealed that for UV−vis computational analysis of com-
pounds, basis sets “6-31G” and 3-21G showed more reliable
results, closely correlated with experimental values and less RD
% as compared to the 6-311G basis set applied (Figure 5D).57

Thus, the reliability order for UV−vis computational analysis
for different basis sets would be as

> >6 31G 3 G 6 G21 311

4. CONCLUSIONS
Four polyphenols, i.e., catechol (I), caffeic acid (II), gallic acid
(III), and pyrogallol (IV), have been extracted from F. indica
through column chromatography and identified by GC−MS.
After identification, these compounds have been subjected to
computational analysis mainly by employing DFT with the 6-
311G basis set and functional B3LYP. Findings through this
mechanistic approach indicate higher biological reactivity of
caffeic acid (II) with larger values of chemical softness (σ =
13.421), electronegativity (χ (eV) = −648.644), dipole

moment (μ (Debye) = 4.541), electrostatic potential value
(−8.424 × 10−2 to +8.424 × 10−2), smaller values of chemical
potential (−0.269), ELUMO (−0.080), and energy gap (ΔE =
0.149). The molecular geometry of compounds has also been
optimized, which indicates a successful coherence to their
respective experimental values of all geometric parameters. The
excited-state energies and complexation sites in compounds
through absorption characteristics have been investigated by
application of TD-DFT and taking UV−vis spectra with 3-
21G, 6-31G, and 6-311G sets. For compound (I), the best
absorption at λmax = 235.61 nm (89%) was obtained at 3-21G,
compound (IV) indicates the best absorption for both 6-31G
and 6-311G basis sets at λmax = 236.85 nm (67.10% electronic
transition), and λmax = 243 nm (65% π−π*) with less RD =
6.6%, respectively. Compounds (II) and (III) gave average
results for all the three basis sets. When computational results
of different basis sets were compared, the 6-31G set gave more
reliable results compared to corresponding experimental
values. When the structural description of polyphenols (I−
IV) was investigated by taking their FT-IR vibrational
simulations at 3-21G, 6-31G, and 6-311G, the calculated
vibrational frequencies and spectra were compared with
corresponding experimental values. An acceptable correlation
has been observed between experimental and computed
findings, thereby confirming the molecular structure of
compounds. Any kind of shortcoming could be due to the
different conditions in theoretical and experimental calcu-
lations. This study exhibits remarkable reactivity criterion
corresponding to the chemical structure and geometry,
quantum mechanical, electronic population, as well as in
absorptional and vibrational spectroscopic point of view, which
could facilitate further computational and experimental
analyses of these essential natural compounds in the novel
drug discovery field.
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